Phonics Sort
/p/ Words

Objective:
Students sort /p/ words into groups.

Materials:
Word cards with the /p/ sound (pages 2-4)

Set up:
Cut the cards on the dotted lines.

How to Play:
Student sort the cards into 3 different word groups.

Begins with P
-pig-
-pot-
-paw-
-pet-
-pen-
-pirate-
-pie-
-panda-

P in the Middle
-zipper-
-put-
-pot-
-pad-
-paw-
-pet-
-pen-
-pirate-
-pie-
-panda-

Ends with P
-soap-
-spot-
-spoon-
-apple-
-spider-
-happy-
-tap-
-stop-
-hip-
-lamp-
-keep-
-jeep-
-cup-
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